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Stories & Songs
Goldilocks and the Three Bears read by
Katie

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Song
by BEYA
YOUTUBE

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
by BEYA

Three Bear Rap
Can you learn

YOUTUBE

Phonics with Georgia

Three Bears Rap by Lindsay Müller [Album Version]
by Lindsay Müller
YOUTUBE

Georgia phonics
by BEYA
YOUTUBE

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Song
Can you learn this song with Emma?

Woodland Animals Makaton
Which animals live in the woods near the bears? Let's nd out
how to sign them in Makaton.

Making Flapjacks
You could make some apjacks out of your porridge oats. Here is
a very simple recipie you might like to try.
Fast Flapjacks | Easy Flapjack
Recipe from Mary Berry
A go-to easy ﬂapjack recipe from Mary
Berry. The medley of butter, demerara
sugar, golden syrup and oats can be
added to with extra ﬂavours and
toppings. These ﬂapjacks are crunchy and traditional. Take care not to
overbake them, as they can become hard and dark.

Makaton Topic - WOODLAND ANIMALS - Singing Hands

THE HAPPY FOODIE

by SingingHandsUK
YOUTUBE

Instagram

Activities

For more inspiration please follow us on Instagram...
@brookhillnursery
@hampden_way_nursery

Porridge making and tasting

@stmargaretsnurserybarnet

Can you make some tasty porridge at home with these recipes?
Can you help to measure, peel, chop and mix the ingredients?
What textures can you feel, crunchy, soft, smooth, crispy?
10 Healthy Porridge Toppings for
the Family | The Worktop
Disclosure: This post may contain
aﬃliate links. As an Amazon Associate I
earn from qualifying purchases. See my
Disclosure Policy for more information.
10 Healthy Porridge Toppings to help you and your family get a great
start to the day!
THE WORKTOP

Making a mask.
Make a bear mask using card, paper or a paper plate and use it
to act out the story. You could use some teddy bears you have at
home so you have 3 bears.

Maths Challenge
Can you ﬁnd?
Can you nd 3 different sized spoons and 3 different sized bowls
in your home?
Can you see how many spoonfuls of porridge it takes to ll your
bowl or containers?
Talk about the different sizes of your bowls, which is the
smallest or biggest. Can you guess which one will hold the most
porridge?

Tips for Creating Transient Art with
Children
You may have heard the term transient
art in relation to activities for kids.
Transient art is non-permanent,
constantly evolving and process
orientated creativity in action. When children work on transient art
projects they manipulate, explore and experiment as they work
individually or collaboratively, on either large- or small- scale artworks.
CHILDHOOD101

Physical Challenge
Shape Hunt
How many shapes can you nd in your home?
Can you nd something that is:

Can you join in the Goldilocks and the Three
Bears dance?

-Square or cube shaped
-Circular or spherical shaped
-Rectangular or cuboid shaped
Triangular or pyramid shaped
How about the shapes in the second picture?
Can you sort the shapes into groups? Which has more or less?
Which is the biggest shape, the medium shape and the smallest
shape in your groups?

Family Dance Workshop for kids aged 2 – 6: Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
by Sadler's Wells Theatre
YOUTUBE

Tree Climbing
When you go for a walk try and climb a tree.
Climbing trees bene ts physical strength, develop focus and
concentration and help improve con dence.
Parents role - Support and encourage. Children need risky play
to teach them how to manage risks safely. Ask "Do you feel safe?
Would you like help? Can you gure out how to get down?"

Transient art
Transient art is a non-permanent and evolving process for
children to explore. Can you nd different shaped objects in
your home, or maybe cut out some different shapes from paper
and create your own transient art piece?
Take a look at the link below for more information.

Supergroup and Makaton
Makaton Sign for Porridge

Outdoors
Woodland Walk
Go for a walk and see what animals you can nd? What can you
hear? Where do they live? Can you nd any signs of Spring?

VID_20210117_WA0003.mp4
1:17 video
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Makaton Sign for Bear
A little reminder of last weeks sign

Look and see what you can ﬁnd on your
walk.
When you are out on your walk, can you nd things that are
different sizes?
Here are some ideas.......
- A small, medium and large stick?
- A small medium and large leaf?
- Can you spot a small, meduim and larde dog?

VID_20210118_WA0011.mp4

- Can you spot a small, meduim and large car?
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0:51 video

Join Liz for ‘Supergroup’

I wonder what Liz has to show you today...

Supergroups Lockdown 3
by BEYA
YOUTUBE
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